STUDENT WORK EXAMPLES:  
RECURSIVE NOTES

Here are some examples of how students have revisited their notes and added their new understandings and learnings using another color of ink or sticky notes.

![Image of student notes]
Source: The Pilgrims and the First Thanksgiving
by Ann McGovern
Mary Englar

NOTES:

- The Pilgrims came to Plymouth from England to escape jail so they could believe in what they wanted to believe.

  Intentions

- They had a rough winter—half of the Pilgrims died. Only 50 people survived.

  Hardship

- In March, the weather improved.

  That is horrible.

- March 16, 1621, the Pilgrims came in contact with an American Indian, Squanto.

- The Pilgrims and the Wampanoag created a peace treaty.

- Squanto a.k.a. Tisquantum stayed with the Pilgrims and taught them how to survive.

- The Pilgrims and the Wampanoag had a big feast that included friendly competitive games.

Source: The Pilgrims of Plimoth
by Maccia Sewall

Notes: “Strangers” also came with Pilgrims.
- English merchants loaned Pilgrims money to pay for trip.
- Arrived on Sunday Nov. 12

New Information:

- Started a new colony.
- 2 separate groups.

Wait...
Hw Implicit Bias

went mainstream

- Hillary Clinton brought up Implicit Bias
- Implicit Bias are thought processes that happen without you even knowing it
- Implicit Bias can change your perceptions
- MEDIA IMAGES All lead to how our brain processes
- News Images - information and how our judgment works
- Education - This can lead to you being 13:ew

If you say your friend has your wrong cause we all are a little bias.

For example

- When someone say positive better your more likely to say jelly this is because your use to people saying this and your mind automatically go to that judgment

All these things you learn affects your judgment and how you see the world. Also how you

- white American
- Family - Female
- Poor - Lazy
- Disabled - week

Det. Bias that results from the tendency to process information based on unconscious associations and feelings even when they are contrary to reason.
Bias: \textit{implicit bias}

\textbf{Definition}:
An implicit bias or implicit stereotype is the unconscious attribution of particular qualities to a member of a certain group (social). Implicit Biases are shaped by experiences or learned associations between particular qualities and social categories, including race or gender or...

\textbf{Examples}:
- News shows (male)
- Social media
- Mean daily

\textbf{Questions}:
- How does it affect us, and by using biases? I think we still will

\textbf{Notes}:
- \underline{Explicit racism} - email of \underline{Asian}, \underline{white}, \underline{male}, etc.
- \underline{Stereotypical names} for an ethnicity to see which responds more to which race.
- \underline{Let subconscious mind} for them, which creates biases that become implicit.
- Our biases lean to, who we choose to help, and who we don't. We tend to help people similar to us.
- \underline{Gender}:
  - Males: 70%
  - Female: 30%
- \underline{Predominantly white congregations} tend to:

\textbf{Source}:
Check our bias to wreck our bias

\textbf{Video}:
Check our bias to wreck our bias